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CAMsure: Secure Content-Addressable Memory
for Approximate Search
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California San Diego

We introduce CAMsure, the first realization of secure Content Addressable Memory (CAM) in the context of
approximate search using near-neighbor algorithms. CAMsure provides a lightweight solution for practical
secure (approximate) search with a minimal drop in the accuracy of the search results. CAM has traditionally
been used as a hardware search engine that explores the entire memory in a single clock cycle. However, there
has been little attention to the security of the data stored in CAM. Our approach stores distance-preserving
hash embeddings within CAM to ensure data privacy. The hashing method provides data confidentiality while
preserving similarity in the sense that a high resemblance in the data domain is translated to a small Hamming
distance in the hash domain. Consequently, the objective of near-neighbor search is converted to approximate
lookup table search which is compatible with the realizations of emerging content addressable memories.
Our methodology delivers on average two orders of magnitude faster response time compared to RAM-based
solutions that preserve the privacy of data owners.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The ongoing development of technology has led to the generation of a massive volume of data.
Today’s cloud servers contain a database of information that belongs to users (clients) across the
world. Such central storage of information enables clients to search for their content of interest in
the database. This user-cloud search model appears in a broad variety of applications such as online
recommender systems [1], face recognition [2], secure biometric authentication [3], to name a few.
For example, in online dating websites, the server maintains a database of all clients’ profiles. The
search algorithm aims to find the most similar profile in the database that best matches a specific
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query. The output of the search is the ID of the most similar profile. In this context, the search
algorithm is approximate by nature since the similarity metric is defined heuristically.

The database might contain private and sensitive information, hence, the data has to be handled
securely. For instance, in the case of online dating websites, users may prefer not to disclose their
private attributes to the cloud server. As another example, consider biometric authentication where
the fingerprint of a user is captured and matched against the valid profiles on the server. If an
attacker can hack the server and get access to the database, the security of the system and the privacy
of users are both diminished. It is worth mentioning that, once the sensitive data is compromised, the
attacker can use this information to fool any other fingerprint-based authentication system. Recent
data breaches of giant Internet companies such as Yahoo [4] and Google [5] have demonstrated that
cloud servers are vulnerable to internal and external attacks. Therefore, scalable methodologies
should be developed, both in software and hardware, to guarantee the security of the query, search
result(s), and the data stored on the server.
Content Addressable Memories (CAMs) have conventionally been used for fast and efficient

packet forwarding in Internet routers [6]. CAM can be viewed as hardware engine for efficient
lookup table search. Unlike traditional algorithmic solutions that require sequential access to
memory elements, CAM provides a hard-wired architecture that searches the entire memory in
a single clock cycle. Asides from their usage in networks, emerging methodologies have been
proposed to use CAMs for the purpose of in-memory computing, aiming to improve the energy
efficiency and performance of conventional processors [7–10]. This means that CAMs will be
tightly coupled with the main processing elements of emerging computers, hence, their security is
of great importance. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no prior work to
address the security of CAM. A naive solution for security is storing encrypted data in CAM. This
approach is not feasible since the nature of semantically secure encryption mechanisms (e.g., AES)
implies that the similarity of two elements is not preserved in the ciphertext domain. Hence, one
cannot use the encrypted data to perform the approximate search using CAMs.

The existing solutions for secure approximate search mostly involve computationally expensive
cryptographic operations. The underlying cryptographic protocols of these schemes are either
Homomorphic Encryption [11] or Yao’s Garbled Circuits [12]. The high computation and communi-
cation burden of thesemethods hinder their practical implementation for data-intensive applications.
Order-Preserving Encryption (OPE) [13] allows comparison over encrypted. However, NNS solu-
tions based on OPE and Deterministic Encryption (DTE) are proven to be inseucre by Naveed et
al. [14]. Protocols based on Asymmetric Scalar-Product-preserving Encryption (ASPE) [15] have
also been proven to be insecure against the Chosen Plaintext Attack introduced by Yao et al. [16].
Another line of research focuses on encryption-free lightweight randomized embeddings that
provide security at the cost of low search quality [17]. This solution adds specific noise to the raw
data in order to reduce the information leakage. Although this approach is computationally less
intensive, the added randomness significantly reduces the search accuracy.
This paper proposes CAMsure, a lightweight solution for securing emerging CAMs in the

context of approximate search. Instead of writing the raw data on CAM, our approach stores
distance-preserving hash embeddings to provide data privacy. The hashing scheme that is utilized
in CAMsure is called Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [18]. This family of hashingmethods creates a
randomized embedding of data while preserving the pairwise similarity. LSH was initially proposed
to reduce the computational complexity of search by converting high-dimensional data into a
compact binary string (hash value). However, it is shown that original LSH schemes are vulnerable
to certain attacks as a malicious party can infer some information about the secret data based on its
hash value [19]. The vulnerability originates from the fact that LSH schemes preserve the pairwise
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similarity of any two input values. Recently, a new secure LSH has been proposed to mitigate the
information leakage [19]. The hash values generated from this new LSH have a low Hamming
distance only if the original elements are very similar (more than a specific threshold TS ). As a
result, they are secure against known attacks.
LSH translates the problem of approximate search to finding a hash within the database that

has the smallest Hamming Distance (HD) to the query. The theory of LSH guarantees that similar
elements in the data domain will have a small Hamming distance in their corresponding hash em-
beddings (with a high probability). The approximate lookup nature of emerging CAM technologies
can enable approximate search on the hash values. As a result, CAMsure can be realized with a
minimal alterations in CAM [8], i.e., voltage overscaling. Our explicit contributions are as follows:
• Introducing CAMsure, the first realization of secure in-memory computation using CAM in
the context of approximate search. Our proposed secure CAM supports dynamic insertion
and deletion of records without compromising system efficiency and privacy of data owners.
CAMsure ensures data confidentiality even if the database is compromised.
• Proposing an end-to-end system that connects state-of-the-art hashing schemes to content-
based memory architectures. Our methodology avoids costly computations of previously
proposed secure search solutions by leveraging in-memory computation techniques. Another
feature of this approach is that it allows lightweight deployment of secure search over
distributed networks.
• Providing comprehensive analysis on search latency, power consumption, precision, and
privacy guarantees of CAMsure and illustrating the practicality of our approach on a real-
world dataset. As opposed to conventional RAM-based solutions, CAMsure has single cycle
search latency, resulting in up to two orders of magnitude faster search while preserving the
privacy of data owners.

2 PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS
2.1 Content-Addressable Memory
Conventional Random Access Memories (RAMs) offer an address-based access to the data. During
a read operation, a RAM takes an address and outputs the corresponding content. In RAM-based
architectures, the data is physically separated from the processor. Current processors need to fetch
the data from the memory, thus, they suffer from the overhead of data movement in different levels
of the memory hierarchy.
Another trend of memory architectures offers content-based access to the data [20]. Unlike

conventional RAMs, CAMs store a table of contents and identify the index of a row in the table
that matches the query. In other words, CAMs take the content as the input and output the address
in which the content is stored. This memory architecture searches the entire table in a single clock
cycle, hence, it provides several benefits in terms of search speed and energy consumption.

Figure 1 presents a schematic view of the CAM architecture, which comprises an input buffer, a
set of stored words, and an address encoder. Each stored word, called a match-line, is composed of
multiple CAM cells that are responsible for holding bit values. In a search operation, the buffer
distributes the input (search key) among all the words (rows) in the CAM. The output voltage of a
cell is discharged if the stored value is not equal to the corresponding bit in the input query. If all
cells within a row match the input query, the output voltage of the whole match-line remains high
and triggers the address encoder. The address encoder then generates the matching index based on
the triggered match line.

The focus of this paper is to provide the security of CAM’s contents. The functionality of CAM
is to perform search operations; thus, we employ the CAM architecture to implement efficient
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of Content Addressable Memory (CAM).

lookup tables for secure near-neighbor search. Note that any lookup table can be implemented
using conventional RAM architectures. Nevertheless, CAMs are superior compared to RAMs due
to the following reasons:
• CAMs can search the entire table in a single clock cycle while RAMs perform sequential fetch
and comparison operations.
• CAMs enable in-memory computation while RAMs require a processing unit which incurs
additional delay and energy cost of data movement.
• CAMs reduce the response delay, improving the runtime of data-intensive applications.

CMOS-based CAMs [21] and resistive CAMs [22] have been proposed in the literature. CMOS-
based CAMs are area-intensive and power consuming. For instance, a CMOS-based CAM consumes
about 20× more power and requires 3.8× larger area compared to a RAM of the same storage
capacity [23]. Alternatively, resistive cells deliver high-density and low-power CAMs [24, 25].

2.2 Approximate Search
In approximate search, the goal is to find all entries in a database that are similar to a given
query q. Throughout this paper, we use the terms approximate search and near-neighbor search
interchangeably. We refer to each entry of the database as a word. The user’s request is referred to
as a query. Each data is represented as a D-dimensional vector whose elements are binary, integer,
or real values depending on the underlying application. To quantify the similarity, a metric (e.g.,
Jaccard, Cosine, or Euclidean) which is application-specific should be defined. For example, one of
the most popular similarity metrics for web documents is the Jaccard similarity. In this case, each
document is represented as a set. The Jaccard similarity for two sets x , y ⊆ Ω = {1,2, ..., |Ω |} is
defined as

R =
|x ∩ y |

|x ∪ y |
. (1)

Another popular metric is the Cosine similarity. For two vectors x ,y ∈ RD , the Cosine similarity
can be computed as

C =
xTy

| |x | |2 · | |y | |2
, (2)

where | |.| |2 denotes norm-2 of a vector.
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The output of the search is the indices of words in the database whose similarities are more than
a predefined threshold (TS ). More precisely, we are looking for

Search(q) = {i | Similarity (di ,q) > t },

where di is the ith word in the database. Without loss of generality, the similarity measurement can
always be normalized to a value between zero (no similarity) and one (identical). The approximate
search is called secure if the database holder outputs indices i without inferring any information
about the query q and words di .

LSH is a popular approximate search method that creates a probabilistic embedding (hash) of a
data with the following property: if two inputs are similar in the input domain, their hashes have a
higher probability of collision. More precisely,

Probability{h(x ) = h(y)} = f (Similarity (x ,y)) (3)

where h(.) is the hash function and f (.) is a monotonically increasing function. There exist variants
of LSH that preserve different similarity metrics. For instance, MinHash preserves Jaccard similarity
and SimHash preserves Cosine similarity. We briefly describe each of these hash functions while
the reader can refer to [19] for more detailed explanation.

2.2.1 Jaccard Similarity and MinHash. As we discussed in Section 2.2, Jaccard similarity is
defined over sets. To compute the hash value, a random permutation π : Ω → Ω is applied on the
input set. The hash is the minimum value of the permuted set; more precisely, hmin (x ) =min(π (x )).
For instance, consider the set x = {2,4,5} ⊂ Ω = {1,2,3,4,5} and the random permutation

π : 1→ 4,2→ 1,3→ 5,4→ 2,5→ 3

that maps the set x to π (x ) = {1,2,3}, hence, hmin (x ) = 1. It has been shown [19] that MinHash is
a valid LSH since

Probability{hmin (x ) = hmin (y)} = R,

where R is the Jaccard similarity defined in Equation 1 and the function f (.) in Equation 3 is equal
to f (α ) = α which is a monotonically increasing function.

Alternatively, each set can be represented as a binary vector of length |Ω | where the jth binary
value indicates whether j is a member of the set (value one) or not (value zero). Therefore, MinHash
can be viewed as a function over binary vectors of length D = |Ω |, hmin : {0,1}D → N. In order
to consume less storage space, it is preferable to generate 1-bit LSH (h1−bitmin : {0,1}D → {0,1}) by
applying a universal hash function to the output of MinHash (see [19] for more information about
the universal hash function). The collision probability of h1−bitmin (x ) with h1−bitmin (y) is shown to be
1 + R2 [19]. One needs to perform the hash evaluation l times with l different random permutations
to generate an l-bit LSH embedding.

2.2.2 Cosine Similarity and SimHash. SimHash is a popular LSH method that preserves Cosine
similarity and is based on Signed Random Projections (SRP) [26] which can be computed as follows:
first, a random D-dimensional row vectorw is generated where vector components are drawn from
i.i.d normal distributions,wi ∼ N (0,1). The 1-bit SimHash is generated by computing the sign of
the projection of input vector to the randomly generated vectorw , hsim (x ) = siдn(w · xT ). In fact,
we have hsim : RD → {0,1}. It is not difficult to show the following

Probability{hsim (x ) = hsim (y)} = 1 −
θ

π
,
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where θ = cos −1 ( xT y
| |x | |2 · | |y | |2

). Comparing this with Equation 3, the function f (.) can be formulated

as f (α ) = 1 − cos −1 (α )
π . In order to generate an l-bit LSH embedding, we need to compute 1-bit

SimHashes l times with l different randomly sampledw vectors.

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Scenario and Privacy Concerns
We assume that the CAM architecture is employed in a cloud server to store the database. This
database holds secret data from certain parties that we call data owners. We refer to each record
of the database as a word. A user wants to search the database for words that are most similar to
her query. Traditionally, the client’s query and the words are revealed to any party that has access
to the database. Storing the raw sensitive data on CAM memories in a centralized fashion makes
users susceptible to internal attacks (i.e. server acting as a malicious party) or external threats (i.e.
server compromised by a hacker).

In our computational model, the sensitive data is stored in the secure CAM (database) while the
meta-data and user’s ID are stored in plaintext by the cloud server in a regular memory. For example,
in an online dating application, the sensitive data includes user’s age, ZIP code, physical attributes,
and personal preferences of the person that he/she prefers to be matched to. The metadata includes
the username, hash of the user’s password, and user’s ID in the database. The metadata is used
to connect two persons whose profiles are matched. Note that this kind of metadata is the least
possible information that has to be kept by the cloud server in order to operate such centralized
web-based applications. The focus of this paper is to create the first of its kind secure CAM.
Threat model: This paper assumes that the owner of the CAM (the server) is untrusted. More
precisely, CAMsure is secure against honest-but-curious (semi-honest) server. In this attack model,
server may attempt to infer information about the data that she stores, sends, and receives but it
is assumed that the server will follow the protocol. This threat model strongly satisfies today’s
privacy concerns where users wish to hide the content of their query from the cloud server. Since
we do not trust the server, the privacy of CAM words, the query, and also the search result should
be preserved. This threat model also covers the situation where the entire database is compromised
by an attacker.

To provide security for the CAM architecture, the users employ a hashing technique that hides
the content of their data. The hashing method preserves similarity, meaning that data points that
are close in the data domain are also similar in the hash domain, and those that are not close in the
data domain are dissimilar in the hash domain. Section 3.2 describes, in high-level, the methodology
of CAMsure for preserving the confidentiality of CAM data.

3.2 CAMsure Overview
CAMsure delivers scalable and lightweight privacy-preserving approximate search. As depicted in
Figure 2, the scenario of CAMsure comprises two main ingredients: (i) a hashing scheme called
LSH and (ii) a database consisting of one (or several) CAM blocks.

On the client side, the input is hashed using LSH to create a query which hides the actual content
of the input vector. LSH takes as input a vector of real-valued elements and maps it into a binary
string. The amount of information that the hash reveals about the actual input can be controlled as
we discuss in section 4.3.

On the server side, the hash values provided by data owners are stored in the database. The
database is realized by a certain number of CAMs. Due to the resemblance-preserving property of
LSH, server can search for similar hash words within the database without actually knowing what
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Fig. 2. Overview of the secure approximate search scenario using CAMsure.

the query or the words correspond to; therefore, CAMsure provides the security of CAM contents
against malicious parties. In addition to providing security, CAMsure reduces the computational
complexity of approximate search by converting high-dimensional vectors into hash values. It
supports dynamic insertion and deletion of database words since the hash embeddings are generated
independently. To the best of our knowledge, CAMsure provides the first secure CAM for the
purpose of approximate search. We elaborate on the concept of LSH in section 3.3. In Section 3.4,
we discuss the additional modifications required to support approximate search in CAMs.

3.3 Hashing Methodology
In this section, we illustrate the hashing method that is utilized in CAMsure. Figure 3 depicts the
concept of LSH for secure approximate search. The left-hand side belongs to the data domain
where each input is represented as a feature vector of real values, e.g., features extracted from an
image of the person’s face. The right-hand side represents the hash domain where each word is
a binary string computed from the original data. The two hash strings in Figure 3 are different
since the original feature vectors (the faces) are dissimilar. Any LSH scheme guarantees that the
probability of two LSH bits colliding (being equal) is a monotonic function of the similarity in
the original domain. For example, assume that LSH guarantees a collision probability of 95% in
the hash domain for a similarity threshold of TS = 0.9 in the data domain. This implies that, on
average, 0.95 × l bits should match for l-bit LSH embeddings of two inputs with a similarity of
t = 0.9. Therefore, utilizing LSH enables us to translate the near-neighbor search to finding the
words in the database that have Hamming Distance of (1− 0.95) × l or less. Although this approach
introduces a certain degree of inaccuracy, the added error rate is negligible in practice [27]. We
elaborate on the accuracy of CAMsure in Section 4.2 comprehensively.
The key achievement of using LSH is that the server no longer needs to compute pairwise

similarities using a processor. The near-neighbor search is performed by just checking if the
incoming query has small Hamming distance (given certain threshold) to any of the database words.
This check can be efficiently done in only one clock cycle by minimal modification in the CAM [8].

As we discussed, MinHash and SimHash require a set of randomly generated numbers, i.e.
MinHash requires random permutation and SimHash requires random projection vector, which we
refer to as random seeds. Although these seeds are generated randomly for each LSH bit, they have
to be consistent for generating the hash of all the data in the database and also for the incoming
query. To satisfy this requirement, the server generates these seeds and announces them publicly.
Whenever a new user wants to search the database, she needs to download these seeds, compute the
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Fig. 3. Relationship between the data and hash domains. The hashing scheme preserves the proximity of
inputs only for similar data.

hash of her input, and send the hash to the server. The size of these seeds is very small, usually in
the order of KB and is especially suited for Internet settings. This is in contrast to secure multiparty
computation methods which require very high communication bandwidth (in the order of MB or
GB) [12]. It is worth mentioning that these seeds have to be downloaded only once at the time
when the user registers to the cloud server.

3.3.1 Data Leakage of Traditional LSH Schemes. The amount of information that one can infer
from a single LSH embedding and the publicly available random seeds is limited and is discussed
in Section 4.3. However, an attacker can generate multiple fake input vectors and perform the
triangulation attack as introduced in [19]. The susceptibility comes from the fact that traditional
LSH schemes allow an estimation of the similarity between original vectors corresponding to any
pair of hash values. Assume that an attacker wants to reconstruct the original vector v hashed into
hash(v ). He can create random vectors vi , compute their hashes hash(vi ), and compare them to
hash(v ). Since traditional LSH methods preserve the pairwise similarity for any two input vectors,
the attacker can identify vectors vi to which v is most similar according to the Hamming distances
of hash(v ) and hash(vi ). Consequently, the attacker reduces the subspace in whichv can reside and
estimates the elements of v up to a certain precision. Performing the same procedure iteratively
results in a very good estimation of v . Therefore, if the server is malicious or an attacker can get
access to the database, the privacy of all users is compromised.
Recently, a novel hashing technique is proposed to mitigate the triangulation attack [19]. The

idea behind their method is to make sure that the collision probability of LSH bits is high only when
the two inputs are very similar and is as low as 50% for non-neighbors (same as collision probability
of two completely random bits). As a result, if an attacker repeats the same triangulation attack, he
cannot estimate the original attributes by brute-forcing the possible input space. In the following
section, we illustrate how the hashing method of [19] works and how it achieves security against
the triangulation attack.

3.3.2 LSH Transformation. Authors of [19] have proposed an LSH transformation that eliminates
unnecessary information leakage of traditional LSH methods. To perform this task, they suggest
that the transformed hashing scheme should have the following property: for any two input vectors
that have similarity lower than a threshold (TS ), their corresponding hashes must have very high
Hamming distance. As a direct consequence of this condition, for any two dissimilar inputs, the
collision probability of any single LSH bit must be close to 0.5, making them indistinguishable from
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two randomly generated bits. In other words, the correlation between two hashes must be very
close to zero in order to avoid information leakage.

The proposed transformation which satisfies this condition is

h1−bitsecure (x ) = huniv (h1 (x ),h2 (x ), ...,hk (x )), (4)

where hi , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., k } are k independent hash functions (with independent initial random seeds)
and huniv (.) is defined as

huniv (α1, α2, ..., αk ) = (rk+1 +
k∑
i=1

riαi )mod p, mod 2, (5)

where ri , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., k } are randomly generated integers and p is a prime number. Note that ri
should remain fixed for all of the hash computations once they have been derived. Parameter k is
called the security parameter. hi can be implemented as any traditional LSH function, e.g., MinHash
or SimHash.

The effect of this transformation is that the collision probability of two 1-bit hashes, h1−bitsecure (x )
and h1−bitsecure (y), drops rapidly as the similarity of x and y decreases. For instance, the collision
probability of secure MinHash is

Probability {h1−bitsecure (x ) = h
1−bit
secure (y)} =

Rk + 1
2

(6)

where R is the Jaccard similarity between x and y. Similarly, the collision probability of secure
SimHash is

Probability {h1−bitsecure (x ) = h
1−bit
secure (y)} =

(1 − cos −1 (C)
π )k + 1
2

(7)

where C denotes the Cosine similarity of x and y. The formal proofs of Equations 6 and 7 are
provided in [19].

We have depicted the collision probability of secure MinHash and SimHash for different security
parameters, k ∈ {1,5,10}, in Figure 4. Note that k = 1 is identical to traditional LSH functions
(please see Equation 4) and represents the baseline for comparison with traditional LSH schemes.
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Fig. 4. Collision probability vs. similarity for MinHash and SimHash functions for three different security
parameters k ∈ {1,5,10}. k = 1 represents traditional LSH methods.
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As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, the triangulation attack is possible for traditional LSH schemes
since they allow a similarity estimation for any two input vectors whose similarity ranges from 0 to
1. This is shown as the curves corresponding to k = 1 in Figure 4. As can be seen, an attacker can
estimate how similar vectors vi are to the secret vector v by comparing the HD between hash(vi )
and hash(v ). v is most similar to the vector vj whose Hamming distance to hash(v ) is minimum.
However, the same property does not hold for k = 5 or k = 10 since the collision probability
drops drastically as the similarity goes to zero. For example, assume vj has a similarity of 0.8 to v ,
therefore, the collision probabilities for 1-bit secure SimHashes are 0.9, 0.66, and 0.55 for k = 1,5,10,
respectively (see Figure 4). Please note that the collision probability of any two random bits chosen
from the Uniform distribution is 0.5. The collision probability of hash bits directly translates to the
expected number of bit-matches of the hashes.

Assuming l-bit hash embeddings, the number of bit matches between hash(vj ) and hash(v ) are
on average 0.9l , 0.66l , and 0.55l for k = 1,5,10, respectively. Since 0.9l is an outlier, the attacker
gets to know thatvj must be very similar tov and he can iteratively continue his search in a smaller
subspace. However, when the secure hashing function with parameter k = 10 is used, the attacker
observers 0.55l bit matches (with a high probability). Since this number is very close to the number
of bit matches between any two random l-bit strings, the attacker cannot infer any information. In
CAMsure, the privacy of data owners and data users is preserved since the server does not have
access to the plaintext of users’ data and the query. This means that even if the entire database is
compromised or the server is malicious, users’ data is not revealed. The comprehensive security
analysis is provided in Section 4.3.

As we have illustrated in this section, in order to find near-neighbors of the query, one needs to
find database words whose Hamming distance to the query is lower than a certain threshold. For
example, if the threshold is 2, any word in the database with Hamming distance of 0, 1, or 2 to the
query should be reported as a near-neighbor. In Section 3.4, we explain how one can perform the
approximate search with HD tolerance in CAMs.

3.4 Approximate Search in CAMs
The probabilistic nature of LSH implies that even the most similar raw records might have some
Hamming distance in their hash embeddings. Consequently, the lookup table search is no longer a
search with exact matching. Any stored word whose Hamming distance to the input query is below
some pre-defined threshold is considered a match (near-neighbor) and its corresponding match-line
should trigger a high voltage. Therefore, the proposed CAM should be capable of performing search
with certain HD tolerance.

The earliest implementation of CAM can only perform exact matching. Ternary CAMs (TCAMs)
provide the additional functionality of having “don’t care” bits in the seach key [28]. These bits
are masked during the search, i.e., the masked CAM cells output a high voltage regardless of
the corresponding bits in the input query. The “don’t care” bits in TCAMs are not permuted, i.e.
their location in the input string is fixed; thus, TCAMs cannot be readily used for evaluating the
Hamming distance. Therefore, throughout this paper, we do not focus on TCAMs.
Authors of [8] present a modified CAM that allows approximate search based on Hamming

distance. Figure 5 illustrates the idea behind their methodology for approximate matching. The
solid red line corresponds to the match-line’s transient voltage when the query matches the stored
word with zero Hamming distance. The dashed lines correspond to match-lines with different
Hamming distances. The HD tolerance can be tuned using two techniques:

• Changing the sampling time: It can be observed that, as the number of mismatched cells
is increased, the output voltage drops more abruptly. This change in the decay time allows
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us to infer a partially mismatched data as a match by simply changing the sampling time; the
earlier the output is sampled, the more Hamming distance is tolerated.
• Voltage over-scaling: Another method to tune the Hamming distance tolerance is to fix
the sampling time and change the supply voltage applied over the cells. Note that decreasing
the supply voltage also reduces the power consumption of the CAM.

Authors of [8] mention two downsides for the proposed approximate CAM: (i) possibility of
false match and (ii) having multiple matches. Possibility of mismatch simply refers to having
approximate matches, which in fact, is a design goal for CAMsure. Having multiple matches is
also desired as the goal of near-neighbor search is not to identify a single record but to find all
data points that are similar to the query. In addition to the aforementioned issues, their design
is not capable of distinguishing Hamming distances that are higher than 2. This issue might be
partially mitigated by increasing the capacitance of the CAM cells which can make higher Hamming
distances distinguishable.
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Fig. 5. CAM match-line transient output voltage for exact and approximate matching.

4 ANALYSES
In this section, we first demonstrate the superiority of CAM over RAM for the purpose of near-
neighbor search. Next, we analyze the accuracy and security aspects of CAMsure.

4.1 Delay and Energy Analysis
We compare the proposed search method over hash embeddings stored in Static RAM (SRAM) and
CAM architectures. Specifically, we compare the two architectures for different hash embedding
widths (i.e. 32-bit and 64-bit) denoted by l and different sizes of the lookup table which we denote
by N . For the SRAM architecture, we simulate a cache using the CACTI 5.3 tool [29] which is an
open-source software from HP Co. to estimate the read-energy and search delay of different cache
designs. Table 1 outlines the cache used in our reports. For the CAM-based implementation, we
incorporate the energy and delay reports of [8] to analyze the proposed methodology for memristive
CAMs that are capable of approximate search. Specifically, we assume that multiple CAM blocks
from [8] with the corresponding bit-width are instantiated to accommodate the database; the search
delay would be the same as reported in [8], while the energy consumption increases linearly with
respect to the number of instantiated blocks. We also compare commercialized CMOS-based CAMs
from the LANCAM family [30, 31]. Table 2 outlines the specifications of the CAM blocks.
Note that both SRAM and CAM are used to implement the same search algorithm, therefore,

their search accuracy is the same; the only difference between SRAM and CAM is in the way they
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Table 1. Cache design for the RAM baseline.

Cache Size Line Size (bytes) Associativity No. Banks Technology
Variable (based on
lookup table size) 32 4 1 45 nm

Table 2. Specifications of CAM baselines.

Search Energy (pJ)
CAM Architecture Delay (ns) No. Words Technology (nm) Exact HD = 1 HD = 2
32-bit resistive [8] 1.5 64 45 3.901 1.738 1.332
64-bit resistive [8] 4.568 1.953 1.479
32-bit CMOS [30] 70 4096 NA 1617 - -
64-bit CMOS [31] 50 4096 NA 2475 - -

perform the search. The following sections compare the delay and energy of a single search for
SRAM and CAM.

4.1.1 Delay Analysis. We compare the search delay of different architectures in Figure 6. For the
cache-based implementation, we change the cache size of the CACTI memory to accommodate the
number of words within the table. We give an advantage to the baseline SRAM by assuming that
the processing unit is fully pipelined and the memory can operate in maximum throughput. For this
purpose, we use the “interleave cycle time” metric reported by the CACTI tool which we denote by
T . We also assume that the cache hit rate is 100%. The number of sequential read operations to
perform a single search is N

m where N is the number of words within the database andm is the
number of words fetched by a single read operation. More specifically,m is the number of words
within one line of the cache

m =
line size

bytes per embeddinд
.

A 64-bit (32-bit) embedding requires 8 bytes (4 bytes) to be stored and assuming a line size of 32
bytes in Table 1, each interleaved access providesm = 32

8 = 4 (m = 32
4 = 8) words. The search delay

reported in Figure 6 is then computed as

Delay = T
N

m
.

For the CAM-based table, we assume that multiple banks of the memristive and the CMOS-based
blocks (Table 2) are instantiated to perform the search in parallel, thus, the CAM search time is fixed
for different database sizes. In contrast, the SRAM search time is increased for a higher number
of words in the lookup table since the words are processed sequentially. The results show that,
compared to SRAMs, CAM architectures reduce the search delay by two orders of magnitude.

4.1.2 Energy Analysis. Figure 7 compares the energy consumption of different memory architec-
tures. We take the “dynamic energy per read port” metric provided by the CACTI tool and multiply
it by the number of sequential read operations to compute the search energy for SRAM. For CAMs,
we assume that the search energy is linearly increased with respect to the number of CAM blocks.
It is observed that the search energy of CAM is significantly lower than that of SRAM. Memristive
CAMs offer a smaller energy consumption than CMOS-based CAMs. It is noteworthy that the
power consumption is decreased as we increase the Hamming distance. A high HD tolerance can
be achieved by lowering the supply voltage which in-turn reduces the search energy.
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Fig. 6. Delay analysis for hash embeddings of size 32 and 64-bit. CAMmem and CAMcom denote memristive
and commercial CMOS-based CAMs, respectively. The dotted line for CAMcom shows interpolated data.
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Fig. 7. Energy consumption analysis for hash embeddings of size 32 and 64-bit and different Hamming
distances. CAMmem and CAMcom denote memristive and commercial CMOS-based CAMs, respectively. The
dotted line for CAMcom shows interpolated data.

4.2 Accuracy Analysis
The performance and power analyses in Section 4.1 are general and account for any dataset
regardless of the application. However, the search accuracy analysis which we discuss in this
section is inherently dependent on the underlying dataset. For this purpose, we focus on the Speed-
Dating [32] dataset which contains 8378 text survey samples (profiles). Each profile is represented as
a 190-dimensional vector. Each element of the vector is a feature that contains sensitive information
about the individuals, e.g., gender, race, age, the field of study, zipcode, income, etc. We report the
search accuracy by comparing the result from CAMsure with the most similar elements in the
original domain (before hashing) that pass similarity threshold of 0.95. Therefore, both the ideal
search result and the result from CAMsure can be viewed as a bag of indices (of the database) which
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are claimed to be similar. CAMsure outputs the index of any word in the database that passes the
Hamming Distance Threshold (HDT). In other words, any word that has Hamming distance of
HDT or less to the query is reported as a near-neighbor.

We report the accuracy results based on twometrics: precision and recall. Precision is defined as nc
nr
,

where nr denotes the number of total near-neighbor indices reported by CAMsure and nc denotes
the number of indices reported by CAMsure that are correct (truly similar). Here, we consider two
points with similarity measure of 0.95 or higher to be called near-neighbors. Recall is defined as nc

nt
where nt is the total number of words within the database that are considered as near-neighbors of
the query. An ideal system should report all and only all of the true near-neighbors which means
both precision and recall should ideally be equal to one. A trivial solution that outputs all entries in
the database has high recall (=1) but unacceptable precision (∼0). We generate 32-bit and 64-bit
LSH embeddings for each profile in the dataset. We randomly select the query as one of the profiles
from the dataset and repeated the experiment for 100 different queries for each set of parameters.

Figure 8 illustrates the precision results as a function of the HDT for different security levels (k),
where two plots are depicted for 32-bit and 64-bit LSH embeddings, respectively. The number of bits
in the LSH embedding is equal to the bit-width of each word stored in CAM. The search precision
is higher for low values of HDT. This is persistent with our intuition since the HDT defines the
measure of search accuracy: by choosing higher values for the HDT, more words are selected from
the database that may not correspond to a true near-neighbor, reducing the overall precision.
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Fig. 8. Precision analysis for hash embeddings of size 32 and 64-bit for different security parameters (k).

Figure 9 provides the recall results as a function of the HDT for different security levels (k)
and different LSH embeddings (32-bit and 64-bit). In contrast to the precision reports, increasing
the HDT results in a higher recall. Higher values of HDT allow for more database words to be
selected. Therefore, there is a trade-off between precision and recall which is a known concept in
near-neighbor search algorithms.
It is beneficial to plot the precision as a function of the recall in order to illustrate the trade-off

(Figure 10). As the analysis suggests, the hashing scheme utilized in CAMsure achieves a reasonably
high precision and recall while providing data confidentiality.

Two observations are worth mentioning: first, 64-bit LSH embeddings deliver better precision/re-
call trade-off with the cost of higher computational complexity (see Figure 10). Second, increasing
the security parameter k comes with the cost of lower precision and recall. Therefore, the number
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of bits in the hash embedding (l ) and the security parameter (k) are the two factors that should be
tuned to utilize CAMsure for different datasets.
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Fig. 9. Recall analysis for hash embeddings of size 32 and 64-bit for different security parameters (k).
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Fig. 10. Precision vs. Recall analysis of 32 and 64-bit hash embeddings for different security parameters (k).

4.3 Security Analysis
We provide a comprehensive security analysis of CAMsure in the event where the cloud server
is malicious or the database is compromised by an attacker. We analyze, both theoretically and
experimentally, the scenario where an attacker wants to infer as much information as possible
about one or multiple words in the database. Assuming that the attacker has complete access to the
database, we are interested in knowingwhat information can be inferred from the original data given
the hash embeddings. In Section 4.3.1, we explain the state-of-the-art method, called compressed
sensing, that aims to reconstruct the original data given its hash. In the second analysis, we consider
the idea of the brute-force attack on CAMsure. We provide theoretical and experimental analysis for
this attack. The third analysis focuses on validating the theory of LSH transformation. Finally, we
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focus on a more sophisticated attack, called Triangulation [19], which aims to extract information by
leveraging the correlation between hash embeddings of multiple data points scattered in different
spans of the space.

4.3.1 Compressed Sensing. The theory of compressed sensing aims to extract information
from randomized embeddings. However, there is currently no practical approach that can extract
meaningful information from the LSH embeddings utilized in this paper. In general, compressed
sensing requires more than θ (s log2 D) measurements to provide reasonable accuracy [33] where s
and D are the number of non-zero elements and the dimensionality of the input vector, respectively.
However, in CAMsure, the bit-width of the hash embedding (32 or 64) is far smaller than the
aforementioned lower bound which is at least 190 × loд2 (190) = 1438 bits for the Speed-Dating
dataset. Compressed sensing algorithms are similar to the idea of triangulation attack which we
discuss in Section 4.3.4.

4.3.2 Brute-force Attack. The attacker might attempt to guess the original value of a vector and
validate his choice by comparing the hash value of his guess with the database entries. If he finds a
hash value identical to what he has computed, the original data vector is revealed to him. However,
this attack is computationally impossible as we describe next. If we represent each real number as
a fixed point 32-bit, a D dimensional vector input has

Npossible = (232)D

possible different values. According to NIST standard [34], any brute-force attack that requires 2128
or higher operations is considered infeasible. Since Npossible grows exponentially with D, even for
small dimensionality (D = 4 or higher), the attack is infeasible.

4.3.3 Validating the LSH Transformation. The theory behind the LSH transformation of [19]
suggests that mutual information between the bits of two hashes drops rapidly as the similarity of
the original vectors is decreased. For example, in the case of SimHash,

I (h1−bitsecure (x );h
1−bit
secure (y) |θ ) < (1 −

θ

π
)kloд(

1 + (1 − θ
π )

k

1 − (1 − θ
π )

k
), (8)

where I (.) denotes the mutual information [35] between two SimHash bits and θ = cos−1 (C)
with C being the Cosine similarity, defined in Equation 2. In this section, we validate this theory
experimentally. We choose a random profile from the Speed-Dating dataset as our query and
consider its similarity to all other profiles in the database. In particular, we compute the true
similarity measure in the data domain sor iдinal and the number of matched bits in the hash domain
shashed using a security parameter of k = 5 for 32-bit and 64-bit embeddings. Figure 11 depicts
shashed as a function of sor iдinal between the chosen profile and all other profiles in the database.

The vertical yellow lines in Figure 11 show the similarity of 0.95. The horizontal red lines depict
27 and 53 number of bit matches for 32 and 64-bit LSH embeddings, respectively. As our experiments
show, the results closely follow Equation 8. If two profiles are not similar in the original vector
representation (x-axis), the corresponding tuple (sor iдinal , shashed ) resides on the left-hand side of
the yellow line. It can be seen that the corresponding hashes have a random number of bit matches
anywhere between zero to HDT = 27 (HDT = 53) for such profiles. Meanwhile, two profiles with
a similarity of 0.95 or higher reside on the right-hand side of the yellow line and the corresponding
number of bit matches is higher than the threshold HDT = 27 (HDT = 53). This is consistent with
our expectation from the characteristic of the LSH transformation.
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Fig. 11. Validating LSH transformation in practice on Speed-Dating dataset for security parameter k = 5.

4.3.4 Triangulation Attack. A more sophisticated attack is to create multiple random vectors,
compute their hashes, and triangulate the secret vector by comparing the HD of the corresponding
hashes (see Section 3.3.1). However, the attack is not effective for the LSH transformation that we
have utilized as we explain here.
Each D-dimensional vector can be viewed as a point in the D-dimensional space. As the di-

mensionality increases, the volume of space grows exponentially. This phenomenon is known as
curse of dimensionality [36]. The distance of two randomly chosen points in a high-dimensional
space is much higher than that of a low-dimensional space. To Illustrate this phenomenon in
practice, we randomly choose a point p in the 190-dimensional space (the same dimensionality as
the Speed-Dating dataset). After that, 107 random points have been created and the mutual Cosine
similarities between each one of these and p have been computed. Figure 12 shows the statistical
distribution of mutual similarities. We have repeated the experiment for 10 different random choices
of p. Based on experimental results on 107 different points, the values for similarities range from
-0.37 to 0.38 and not even one point has a similarity higher than 0.4. Please note that the attacker
needs to obtain the mutual similarity of 0.9 or higher (see Section 3.3.2) to successfully estimate
the true vector corresponding to a given hash. However, as is illustrated in Figure 12, an attacker
simply cannot find the starting vectors and as a result, the attack is not effective.
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Fig. 12. Histogram of pairwise similarities between p and 107 randomly selected points in 190-dimensional
space.
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5 RELATEDWORK
To the best of our knowledge, there has been no attempt to secure the search operation in content
addressable memories. Here, we briefly describe previous solutions to secure near-neighbor search
problem that use the convectional Von Neumann processing architecture. All of these methods
require a processing unit at the server side and incur high computation and communication while
CAMsure can process the query in real time. We categorize previous works into three main groups:
Differential Privacy (DP): This line of research provides certain privacy guarantees by adding
specific kind of noise to the data that is stored on the server. The noise is added such that the statis-
tical properties (e.g. average, variance, etc.) of the whole database are preserved while individual
words are altered [37]. This privacy enhancing approach is useful in scenarios where the clients are
interested in statistical properties of the database not the individual records within the database. In
addition, the security model of DP is different; the assumption is that the server which holds all
users’ data is trusted and an attacker only has the ability to query the database and infer as much
information as possible based on the results that he receives. In contrast, our assumption is that
the server is not trusted. Therefore, CAMsure provides stronger security and privacy guarantees.
Property-Preserving Encryptions: As we discussed in Section 1, secure NNS solutions based on
Order-Preserving Encryption (OPE) [13], Deterministic Encryption (DTE), and Asymmetric Scalar-
Product-preserving Encryption (ASPE) [15] are proven to be insecure by [14] and [16], respectively.
While Order Revealing Encryption (ORE), Inner Product Encryption (IPE), and Hidden Vector
Encryption (HVE) are appropriate candidates for securing conventional RAM-based databases, they
are not compatible with the CAM architecture. Another line of research is based on the searchable
encryption [38]. However, this type of solutions can only answer exact query matches and not the
near neighbors.
Noise-Addition Techniques: Another idea is to add noise to the query before sending it to the
server in order to protect the privacy of data owners. Authors in [17] have looked into the possibility
of such idea. They observe that adding noise introduces a privacy/utility trade-off. In other words,
if the user adds stronger noise, an attacker will infer less information about the original data but as
a consequence, the precision of search is sacrificed. This approach has very limited practical usage
as a reasonable privacy guarantee results in a very poor precision for the near-neighbor search
and sabotages one of the main goals which is the search quality. In contrast, we have shown in
Section 4.2 that our approach delivers high precision/recall for secure approximate search.
Secure Function Evaluation (SFE) protocols: SFE protocols allow two or multiple parties to
evaluate any function on their private inputs. There are two possible ways to deploy SFE protocols
for secure search: (i) the server possess the entire database in plaintext and acts as the first party
and the user who wants to query the database acts as the second party [39, 40]. In this scenario, the
server and the user engage in a secure two-party computation where the database and the user’s
query remain private. However, it is assumed that the server already knows all the data in plaintext
which is in contrast to our security model. (ii) All of the data is not centralized and it is kept by
the data owners only. To process each query, all parties need to engage in a secure multiparty
computation. In this case, the privacy of all data owners is guaranteed but it is necessary for all
data owners to be online and have a peer-to-peer pre-established communication channel which is
not a realistic assumption.
SFE protocols preserve the privacy of engaging parties completely and they do not leak any

information about the inputs. Unfortunately, all of these protocols require massive computation
time, communication bandwidth, and several rounds of communication between the engaging
parties. The aforementioned drawbacks make SFE protocols to have very limited practical usage.
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Recently, authors of [12] have proposed to deploy Yao’s Garbled Circuits protocol (one of the
most efficient SFE protocols) for the privacy-preserving k-nearest neighbors problem. They consider
the two-party computation model (scenario i). They report 2.54 GB communication between two
parties and the execution time of 6.7s for 1 Gbps communication bandwidth when the database
contains 128,000 records. CAMsure only requires the user to locally compute the hash of her data
(negligible time) and send this data to the cloud server (transmitting less than a KB of data) while
the query can be answered in one clock cycle on the server.

6 CONCLUSION
This paper proposes CAMsure, the first realization of secure content addressable memory in the
context of approximate near-neighbor search. CAMsure utilizes state-of-the-art hashing methods
to translate the near-neighbor search algorithm to approximate table lookup. Our comprehensive
security analysis shows that CAMsure preserves the confidentiality of data even when the memory
is compromised by a malicious party. The proposed methodology is compatible with emerging
CAM technologies. The security of content addressable memory is critically important since CAMs
are tightly coupled with the main processing units for in-memory computing, aiming to enhance
the efficiency of modern computers. Our analysis shows that CAMsure can improve the runtime
of RAM-based implementations by up to two orders of magnitude while providing data security.
Expansion of the proposed method for applications other than near-neighbor search is another
direction to follow in future.
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